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Abstract 
When developing advanced mult imodal interfaces, combining the character is-
t ics of different modalities such as natural language, graphics, animation, virtual 
realities, etc ., the question of automatically designing the graph ical layout of such 
presentations in an ap propriate format becomes in creasingly important . So, to com-
municate information to the user in an expressive and effective way, a knowledge-
based layout component has to be in tegrated into the architecture of an intelligent 
presentation system . In order to achieve a coherent output , it must be ab le to refl ect 
certain semantic and pragmatic relations specified by a presentation planner to ar-
range the visual appearance of a mixture of textual and graphic fragments delivered 
by mode-specific generators. 
In this paper we will illus t rate by the example of LayLab, the layout manager of 
the multimodal presentation system WIP, how t he complex posit ion ing problem for 
multimodal information can be treated as a constrain t satisfaction problem. The 
design of an aesthetically pleasing layout is characterized as a combination of a gen-
eral search problem in a finite discrete search space and an optimization problem . 
Therefore, we have integrated two dedicated constraint solvers, an incremental hie r-
archy solver and a finite domain solver, in a layered constraint solver model CLAY, 
which is triggered from a common metalevel by rules and defaults: The und erlying 
constraint language is ab le to encode graphical design know ledge exp ressed by se-
mantic/pragmatic , geometrical/topological , ;lnd temporal relations. Furthermore, 
this mechanism allows one to prioritize the constraints as well as to handle con-
straint solving over finite domains. As graphical constraints frequ ently have on ly 
local effects, they are incrementally generated by the system on the fly. Ultimately, 
we will illustrate the funcionali ty of Lay Lab by some snapshots of a n example I'll n. 
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1 Introduction 
Due to the growing complexity of information that has to be communicated by current 
AI systems, there comes an increasing need for building sophisticated intelligent user 
interfaces that take advantage of a coordinated combination of different modalities, e .g., 
natural language, graphics, animation, and virtual realities to produce a flexible and 
efficient information presentation (cf. also [ST91,WAB+92,May92]). 
When developing advanced visual user interfaces composing coordinated text and 
graphics as in the system WIP (Knowledge-based Presentation of Information), the ques-
tion of laying out such multimodal presentations in an appropriate format becomes in-
creasingly important. Here, the graphical communication of multimodal information plays 
a crucial role. 
As with many other interesting AI design problems, the determination of a complex 
layout can be viewed as a discrete combinatorial problem, i.e., finding in a finite discrete 
search space a point satisfying set of constraints. In contrast to other configuration tasks, 
e.g., hardware design, an optimal layout of a multimodal presentation has to satisfy certain 
a.dditional aesthetic criteria. We treat layout as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) 
t.hat can be solved efficiently by consistency techniques to prune the search space a. priori. 
Therefore, this paper details a constraint-based approach for processing design-relevant 
grap hical knowledge for au tomatic layout, either as a formalism for specifying basic design 
principles such as gridding, alignment, symmetry, etc., or as a mechanism for propa.ga.ting 
obligatory, optional, and default constraints to position individual layout fragments on a 
graphic design grid (cf. [Gra91,GM91J). 
So, the arrangement of an aesthetically pleasing layout is characterized as a combi-
nation of a general search problem in a finite discrete search space and an optimization 
problem. Both problems are addressed by an advanced constraint solver model compris-
ing two dedicated solvers for handling different kinds of graphical constraints defined on 
constraint hierarchies and finite domains. 
We will illustrate the use of these constraint techniques by the example of LayLab, 
WIP's experimental layout manager. The task of the knowledge-based presentation sys-
tem WIP is the generation of a variety of multimodal documents [ro111 an iuput cO llsist illg 
of a formal description of the communicative intent of a planned presentation. WIP gen-
erates illustrated texts that are customized for the intended audience and situation (see 
a lso [WAGR91,WAB+92,AFG+92]). 
A fundamental goal of our work is to construct a universal framework for automatic 
Ia.yout management, as an integrated component of a multimodal presentation system, 
that makes intelligent use of human visual abilities and generation parameters, such as 
user stereotypes, output devices , etc., whenever arranging multimodal objects in any 
kind of presentation . Thus, from the functional viewpoint the main task of a knowledge-
based layout manager is to convey certain semantic and pragmatic relations specified by 
a. presentation planner by the arrangement of graphics and text fragments delivered by 
mode-specific generators, i.e., to determine the size of the layout elements and the exact 
coordinates for positioning them on the document page. 
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2 Related Research 
As graphics hardware becomes more and more sophisticated, computer-based graphical 
communication achieves a crucial role in intelligent user interfaces. While much research in 
this area has focused on the automatic synthesis of graphics for either presenting relat ional 
information (cf. [Mac85]) and realistic depictions of 3D objects as in [SF91,RA92], the 
automatic layout design of graphical presentations is relatively unexplored. 
Some interesting early efforts in automating layout enclose Eastman's work on a Gen-
eml Space Planner that addressed the task of arranging objects (e.g., furniture) in a 
space subject to given constraints (cf. [BF81]), chap. III) . Feiner 's GRIDS (GRaphical 
Interface Design System) was constructed as an experimental system to investigate ap-
proaches in the automatic display layout of text, illustrations, and later virtual input 
devices (d. [Fei88]) . In contrast to, e.g., WIP, the generation of the contents is sepa-
rated from that of the style of a presentation. The current version of the testbed system 
has been implemented using an OPS5-like production language. The layout process is 
guided by the concept of a graphical design grid. Other approaches using computer-based 
grids, modeled by a human designer, can be found in the system VIEW (d. [FriS4]) for 
sy nthes izing graphical object depictions from high-level specifications and by [Bea85] for 
low- level table layout, whose high-level topology was specified by the user as a matrix. 
Since constraint-satisfaction techniques have become more sophi st icated during the 
last decade, and with the growing availability of advanced graphics hardware, t here has 
been an upward trend in applying constraint techniques to user interface des ign. Thus, 
most of the related work on applications of constraint languages and system!> has bee ll 
done in the area of graphical interfaces, especially geometri c layout. 
A pioneering system in both constraint satisfaction and interactive graphics was Sketch-
pad (d. [Sut63]) written by Sutherland at MIT in 1963. Using the Sketchpad system 
a llowed a user to create complex objects by sketching primitive graphical entities and 
specifying constraints on them. Many of these ideas have been explored by Born in g in 
the ThingLab system at Xerox PARC [Bor81]' a graphical constraint-oriented sirnulat ioll 
labo ratory implemented in Smalltalk-80. Later versions of ThingLab were concerned with 
extensions supporting constraint hierarchies , incremental compilation, and grapbical fa-
ci lities for defining new kinds of constraints (e.g. [BDFB+87,FBMB90]). Both systems 
exploit numeric techniques such as relaxation for solving constraint networks contain-
ing cycles, in contrast to symbolic techniques, e.g., used in Steele's constraint la.ngua.ge 
(d. [SS80]). Other research activities in constraint-based graphics include the systems 
Juno [NeI85]' IDEAL [vW82]' Magritte [Gos83], B ertrand (cf. [LeI8S]), a"nd the wo rk of 
Cohen et al. on constraint-based tiled windows (d. [CSI86]). 
An increasing number of interface-design systems mostly based on a graphical ed ito r 
have been developed during the last years to make the interface design process more ef-
ficient and comfortable than with conventional techniques . Here, constraints provide a 
means of stating layout requirements, e.g., the Peridot system deduces constraints auto-
ma.tically as the user demonstrates the desired behaviour (cf. [Mye91]). 
Other representative research related to in this paper has concentrated more on the 
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theoretical background of constraint languages (see also [LeI88]) including constraint logic 
programming (cf. [JJL87]) . One example is CHIP (cf. [DHS+88,Hen89]), a new logic 
language developed at the ECRC in Munich, combining the declarative aspects of logic 
programming with the efficiency of consistency techniques. A special feature is its facility 
of solving constraints defined over finite domains that enables CHIP to solve a variety of 
discrete combinatorial search problems. 
3 MuItimodal Layout 
Design is a central skill in many human tasks such as layout of multimodal presenta-
tions. In general, we have to distinguish functional versus art design. In our context, 
design means the arrangement of an efficient and expressive presentation subject to given 
restrictions, e.g., regarding filled versus empty space and non-overlapping, that further 
sat isfies some aesthetic and functional criteria, such as transparency, legibility, objectivity, 
or credibility. 
Layout design is essentially influenced by ideas and approaches known from general 
graphics design (e.g., [Arn66,KM89]). So, we will transfer the graphical presentation 
problem as it is defined in [Mac85] to multimodal objects (i.e., textual, graphic, or virtual 
objects) and tackle it with graphical techniques. Thus, the multimodal p1'esentation prob-
lem is to synthesize a mult imodal design that effectively expresses a set of semantic and 
pragmatic relations and their structural properties. As we will not treat content issues 
of a.utomatic presentations here, presentation design means the arrangement of the outer 
form of a document. According to (cf. [Mac85]), a design can be judged to be effective 
when it can be interpreted accurately or quickly, when it has visual impact , or when it 
can be realized in a cost-effective manner. 
Beach (cf. [Bea85]) has shown that the general layout problem formalized as a random 
packing problem, i.e., determining whether an unordered set of non-overlapping rectangu-
lar table entries can be arranged into a minimum space, is strongly NP-complete and thus, 
there is no general and efficient algorithm for solving it. So even the question of finding an 
aesthetically pleasing layout for multimodal documents under certain outward restrictions 
seems to be intractable. The problem becomes linear in time only if we use additonal 
constraints to reduce the design space for arrangement, e.g., sufficient grid structures. 
3.1 The Grid-based Approach 
Basic formal design aspects have been addressed by several graphical techniques such 
as typographic grids (see [MB81,Riie89]). The grid partitions a 2D plane into smaller 
rectangular units of mostly equal size, so-called 'universal' grid fields, using horizontal 
and vertical lines. The fields are separated by an intermediate space depending on the 
size of the type characters and the illustrations. A grid-based approach builds a logical and 
constant basis for the designer, but does not limit his creativity. So, a grid can be treated 
as an ordering system for efficiently designing functional (i.e., uniform, coherent, and 
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consistent) layouts . This method is also used in Feiner's expert system for automatically 
laying out displays containing text and pictures. 
Figure 1: Structure of a Superimposed Design Grid 
The granularity of the grid can be determined by the number of grid fields. To gain 
more flex ibility the concept of superimposed grids, i.e., a multip le set of grids compris-
ing different type areas (e.g., combining an odd and even number of columns) for one 
document page based on the information to be presented, has become useful for major 
newspapers (d. Fig. 1). The design of an optimal grid for a specific presentation is a 
difficult task, including decisions on the dimensions of the type area, its divisions, and its 
margins. For a variation of the selected grid, a priori knowledge about the typographic 
elements is a necessary prerequiste. 
3.2 Classifying Multimodal Relationships 
The logical structure of a multimodal document is essentially characterized by functional 
dependencies between the different document patts, e.g., a mixture of text and graphics, 
which may describe actions themselves. In empiric psychological studies [WH87] have ob-
served that there is large variability of layout patterns, such as pictures sandwiched within 
text, surrounding the text, superimposed over the text, and interspersed throughout the 
text, when placing illustrations with respect to corresponding text. 
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Semantic and pragmatic relationships between graphic and textual fragments are rep-
resented by WIP's presentation planner (d. [AR90,AR92]) by means of so-called rhetorical 
relations based on the RST-theory proposed by [MT88] for text planning. Examples of 
RST-Telations are 'sequence', 'contrast', 'elaboration', 'organization', 'motivation', etc. 
Some of these semantic-pragmatic coherence relations between major document parts can 
be easily reflected by graphic constraints representing topological arrangement facilities 
for visualization. 
Relationships among multimodal layout objects on a document can be classified in, 
local relations between objects that are semantically connected and global relations re-
garding the whole document. Local relationships correspond to the topology while global 
ones are related to the geometric process. These relationships have to be considered in 
order to achieve a coherent and consistent presentation. 
So , the general layout process follows the strategy of building larger units from groups 
of obj ects connected by local topological relations first and to ultimately arrange these 
units following global relations . This approach favors t he idea of arranging identical 
structures in a similar way. By that , we can express the basic design principle, that 
the same layout decisions should be employed in different parts of a presentation . This 
concept also addresses the question of rhythm and visual balance. 
As a well-designed layout is determined by its visual clarity, semantic dependencies and 
contradictions in the information to be presented are reflected by building larger units of 
locally connected layout elements. In contrast to local relationships, global relationships 
handle larger units of topological arranged objects by basic design strategies. 
Graphical layout of multimodal presentations comprises most features of visual in-
terface design, including the overall display layout, use of color and grey levels, as well 
a.s the placement of the individual layout elements with respect to their internal seman-
ti c relations . A well-designed expressive and effective layout is determined essentially 
by its clarity, consistency, and attractive aesthetic appearence. Visual clarity of a pre-
sentation can be achieved by using a visual organization of information that emphasizes 
the underlying logical structure. Therefore, a few global design rules regarding simi-
larity, proximity, closure,and good continuation have been stated by different Gestalt 
psychologists (e.g., [Arn66]). For placing the designed presentation elements in the overall 
context, basic layout principles that concern gridding, proportion, and ba.lance have been 
established . 
4 Encoding Graphical Knowledge via Constraints · 
A central idea underlying automatic layout is the incorporation of causal geometric knowl-
edge into the layout design process in order to achieve a deep encoding of perceptual crite-
ria, i.e ., design strategies can be used for generating the layout of every kind of multimoda.l 
presentation independent of the current domain. 
We will address the problem of encoding this very heterogeneous types of design rel-
evant knowledge, e.g., graphical and psychological information about perceptual criteria 
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expressing horizontal versus vertical alignment, grouping, symmetry, similarity, and or-
dering by using constraint formalisms. 
To influence the interface design and to determine the graphical style of the multimodal 
presentation, application domain-specific knowledge as well as common-sense knowledge 
about basic design heuristics have to be encoded. But some of the layout issues can only 
be settled by basic design heuristics or individual preferences. 
4.1 Constraint Representation 
Layout as a configuration task can be viewed as a combinatorial problem, in a finite 
discrete search space. The main problem consists of finding any solution that satisfies all 
topological and geometrical restrictions with regard to certain aesthetic criteria. So, the 
design of an optimal layout can be treated as a combination of a general search problem 
with an optimization problem. 
In the following, we will view layout as a Boolean CSP. That is, one has a set V of 
variables VI, ... , Vn each to be instantiated in an associated domain Di and a set of Boolean 
constraints limiting the set of allowed values for specified subsets of the variables. There 
are various forms of definitions for the terminus 'constraint'. Informally, a constraint 
expresses desired relations among one or more objects. In this paper, we will stay to a 
general definition for CSP given by [Mac77,Mac88] as a formula in first-order predicate 
logic restricted to unary and binary predicates: 
(:JXI)(:JX2) ... (:JXn) (Xl E DI)(X2 E D2)",(Xn E Dn) 
PI (xd A P2(X2) A ... A Pn(xn)A 
PI2 (XI,X2) A PI3 (XI,X3) A ... A Pn-l,n(Xn-I,Xn). 
Here Pij is only included in the wff if i < j since it is assumed that Pji ( V] ' v;) 
Pij ( Vi, V j ) . 
With regard to this definition, layout planning as a CSP can be formali zed in the 
following manner: the position of each layout item is a variable, with an associated 
domain that contains an infinite number of n-tuples of real values. Those domains can 
be descri bed intensionally by constraints, e.g., specifying the boundaries of the con nected 
subspaces permitted for that item. Constraints, e.g. ",The header has to be pla.ced in 
the upper left corner," must also be expressed intensionally by algebraic equations and 
inequalities on the values of the constraint variables. Moreover, one might have p-ary 
relations such as "Text-l must be between Graphics-2 and Graphics-3". 
Intuitively, a constraint definition comprises a declarative representation of the rela.tioll 
and a set of procedures that can be invoked by the underlying constraint solver to I'ufill it. 
We will treat these procedures as methods in an object-oriented sense that ca.n a.l ternately 
try to satisfy the constraint. A constraint network may be underconstmined, in which 
case there are additional degrees of freedom, or overconstmined, in which case some of 
the constraints may not be satisfied. 
Constraint networks provide an elegant mechanism to declaratively state design-releva.nt 
knowledge about geometrical and topological relationships, characterizing properties a.mong 
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graphical objects that can be maintained by the underlying system (e.g., [BD86,KPKY91]). 
Constraints can represent very heterogenious relationships between different kinds of mul-
timodalobjects. They are used extensively, e.g., in computer graphics and graphical inter-
faces, and in the specification of relationships between graphical objects. Constraints can 
be easily used to specify layout requirements in graphical environments in order to guaran-
tee local circumscriptions of the presentation like format restrictions, margins, distances, 
and non-overlapping, or to maintain consistency among objects on the whole document. 
The declarative semantics of constraint languages allow one to specify graphical ob-
jects while avoiding extraneous concerns about the realization of the drawing algorithms. 
Another major advantage is their ability to describe complex objects simply and naturally. 
Our approach uses constraint programming techniques to declaratively represent aes-
thetic knowledge, e.g., basic design principles expressing perceptual criteria, as well as to 
compute the precise position and size of a set of multimodal elements. 
Layou t constraints can be classified as semantic/pragmatic, geometrical/topological, 
and temporal. Semantic and pragmatic constraints essentially correspond to coherence 
relations like the RST-relations described above. They can be compiled into graphic con-
st raints that specify perceptual criteria concerning the organization of the visual elements, 
sll ch as the sequential ordering (horizontal versus vertical layout), alignment, grouping, 
symmetry, or similarity. Geometrical and topological constraints refer to absolute and 
relative constraints. Furthermore, we can classify constraints in absolute ones that fix ge-
ometric parameters to constant values (e .g., absolute coordinates) and in those that relate 
a geometric parameter of one object to another (relative distance). Temporal relations 
are used in the case of animated presentations to represent temporal, spatial information. 
Elementary constraints of the constraint language are defined by the arithmetic func-
tions of the underlying Symbolics Lisp system. Primitive constraints represent elementary 
local relations, e.g., 'beside', 'connect', or 'under', expressing basic geometric relations. 
These constraints are specified by sets of mathematical equations (e.g., two objects that 
are constrained to touch at specific points) or by sets of inequalities (e.g., one object is 
constrained to lie inside another). The primitive constraints can be aggregated to com-
plexer compound constraints, specifying the visualization of semantic-pragmatic relations 
such as 'contrast' or 'sequence'. 
To give an example of a typical compound constraint in a predicate logic-like notation, 
let's have a look at a section of the representation of the 'contrast' constraint. The 
corresponding constraint network is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
CONTR AST (G 1 ,G2 ) ~ 
G1 == pkt(xG I, YG I , wi GI , heG I)/\ 
G2 == pkt(xG2,YG2,wi G2 ,heG2)/\ 
[EQ U AL(YGI , YG2 ) /\ BESID E( XGI , wiGI , xG2 ) 
V 
EQUAL(xGJl xG2 ) /\ UNDER(YGJl heG I , YG2 )] 
9 
EQUAL 
UNDER 
EQUAL 
BESIDE 
Figure 2: Constraint Network of the Definition Above 
Since the ordering of the constraints in the definition is significant for their ranking, 
the stronger constraints have to preceed the weaker ones. E.g., according to the definition 
above, the layout manager will use a horizontal alignment in preference to a vertical one 
if a contrast-constraint has to be satisfied. 
In graphical synthesis tasks like layout, constraints frequently have only local effects, 
i.e., the set of variables that are relevant to a solution and must be assigned values, 
changes dynamically as layout fragments are incrementally generated by a presentation 
system during problem solving. So, we have to distinguish static constraints that are 
related to a fixed set of variables and dynamic constraints that are generated on the fly 
(d. [MF90]). 
Another form of dynamic constraints concerns those in which the number of layout 
elements belonging to one relation is not known a priori (e.g., the 'sequence'). The 
definiton of a dynamic constraint for two sequentially related graphics-text blocks B l , B2 
is given by the following logical formula: 
SEQUENCE (Bl' B2 ) ~ 
Bl == pkt(xsl' YSI' wisl , hesl )/\ 
B2 == pkt(xs2' YS2' wis2 , hes2)/\ 
[EQUAL(XBI, XB2)/\ 
UNDER(YBI' heBI' YB2)/\ 
EQUAL(YBI, ?succ-y)/\ 
BESIDE(?succ-x, wiB1 )] 
V 
[EQUAL(YBI, YB2)/\ 
BESIDE(xBI' wiBI , XB2)/\ 
EQUAL(XB1, ?succ-x)/\ 
UNDER(?succ-y, heBI)], 
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where ?succ-x, ?succ-y denote the x - and y-variables of the respective successor object. 
The constraints regarded so far were concerned with local relationships between layout 
obj ects . Other global constraints refer to aggregated units of objects and represent global 
design strategies, e.g., that a unit should be preferably placed 'RightOf' another one. 
This is represented in the following way: 
RIGHT-OF (XI, X2, X3, X4, XS, X6, X7, xs) ~ 
[FDADD(FDMIN(Xl) , X4)/\ 
FDMAXRIGHT(MIN(xs, X2))/\ 
FDMIN(x2)/\ 
FDDIFF(FDMAX(x2), FDDIFF(x7, X3))]/\ 
V 
[FDMIN(xd/\ 
FDDIFF(FDMAX(xs), X4))/\ 
FDMIN(x2)/\ 
FDDIFF(FDMAX(x6), FDDIFF(x3 , X7 ))]A 
;;; dx2- min 
;;; dx2-max 
;;; dy2-min 
;;;dy2-max 
;;; dxl-min 
;;; dxl-max 
;;; dyl-min 
... dyl-max 
'" 
Another problem addresses the handling of default constraints representing default 
ass umptions, i. e., assigning a defaul t value to a varia ble unless another value is known . 
To avoid trivial solutions to a constraint problem one has to express negative defaults 
expli citly. 
4.2 Constraint Satisfaction 
The constraint solving process ensures that all constraints will be satisfied when the 
individual layout elements are assembled into a complete layout. In problem solving, 
one has to decide generality versus efficiency. Since efficient constraint satisfaction is 
crucial when using constraints for graphical tasks, currently available universal constraint 
sys tems seem to be incovenient because of their increasing run time. Therefore, we have 
fo cused on tailoring specific solving algorithms for handling the large variety of design 
constraints to our needs, especially by extending or modifying approaches from recent 
work on constraint logic programming cf. [JJLS7]) . 
4.2.1 Han d ling of C onstraint H iera rchies 
Bes ides the semantic classification of local constraints outlined above, one often wants to 
prioritize the constraints in those which must be required and others which are preferably 
held and could be relaxed in the worst case. 1 If the various constraints are given a priority, 
1 We call a set of constraints , each labelled with a certain strength a constraint hierarchy. A theory of 
cons tra int hierarchies is described in [BDFB+87] . 
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the most important and restrictive constraints can be satisfied first. A powerful way of 
expressing this layout feature is to organize the constraints in a hierarchy by assigning a 
preference scale to the constraint network. We distinguish between obligatory, optional 
and default constraints. The latter state default values, which remain fixed unless the 
corresponding constraint is removed by a stronger one. 
A typical example of using a constraint hierarchy in geometric layout is the problem 
of specifying the relative distance between two graphic elements, e.g., communicating a 
contrast relation. The adequate aesthetic criteria can be represented by the following 
constraints of different strength: 
• An obligatory constraint that specifies that the distance between two graphics G1 ) G2 
has to be greater than zero . 
• A disjunction of two optional constraints states that the graphics G1 , G2 are prefer-
ably to be aligned side by side or else one below the other. 
For solving local constraints that are compiled from semantic/pragmatic RST-relations 
between a set of layout objects, SIVAS (Single VAlue Solver), an incremental constra.int 
solver that can handle constraint hierarchies, has been constructed. 
The processing of constraint hierarchies is based on the DeltaBlue algorithm by Freeman-
Benson (d. [FBMB90]), an incremental algorithm that maintains an evolving solution to 
the constraint hierarchy as constraints are added and removed dynamically. DeltaBlue, as 
one instance of a spectrum of incremental hierarchical algorithms, has been constructed 
as an extension for flat constraint solvers that satisfy required constraints only. It is 
restricted to solving hierarchies of unique, non-cyclic constraints using a so-called locally-
7H'edicate-better comparator for finding an optimal solution. 
The flat solver underlying SIVAS employs a value inference technique for constraint 
propagation of numeric constraints similar to Sketchpad and ThingLab. Using this tech-
nique, variables are labeled with constant values, and values of uninstantiated variables 
are determined from instantiated ones using constraints. 
In contrast to hypermedia-based approaches to adaptive information presentation, in 
WIP the information to be presented is partially generated on the fly. Therefore, in cre-
mentality is also required in the automatic layout design. Therefore, SIVAS is able to 
dynamically generate layout constraints, i.e., to add constraints to and remove constra.ints 
from the network during runtime. That way, it achieves a high performa.nce of the pre-
sentation design process by minimizing the cost of finding a new solution., It does this by 
exploiting knowledge of the previous solution. 
4.2.2 Handling of Finite Domains 
The high-level arrangement of larger units of layout elements on the design grid is ac-
complished by satisfying the global constraints that represent general geometric design 
strategies. 
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When processing global relations, we can impose the further restriction that the vari-
able domains each consist of a finite number of discrete values, as we can treat the grid 
coordinates in the design space as finite domains. In this case, the constraining relations 
can be specified extensionally as the set of all p-tuples that fulfill the constraint. 
FIDOS (FInite Domain Solver) is an incremental solver for handling global graphical 
constraints that is based on a so-called label inference technique. Here, variables range 
over a set of values, and constraints are used to restrict these sets. 
The complex space optimization problem can be efficiently solved by using consistency 
techniques based on the idea of a priori pruning. As the efficiency of standard backtracking 
algorithms suffers from its so-called thrashing behaviour, various intelligent inference tech-
niques based on tree search procedures such as delay mechanisms (cf. [JJL87,DHS+SS]), 
check rules and looking ahead (cf. [Hen89]), guarded rules and residuation (cf. [Sm091]) 
are surveyed to reduce or eliminate thrashing. 
According to [Hen89] search procedures based on consistency techniques are best 
viewed as the iteration of the following steps: 
1. Propagate the constraints as much as possible 
2. Make an assumption on the values of some variables, until the problem is solved 
We have employed the forward checking technique known from the CHIP system 
(cf. [Hen89]) based on the idea of a priori pruning, that is using constraints to reduce 
the search space before the discovery of a failure in contrast to conventional search tech-
niques. Forward checking makes sure that each not-yet-assigned variable has at least one 
consistent value with the already assigned variables. This technique is well suited for early 
pruning of layout alternatives in order to efficiently satisfy global geometric constraints . 
4.3 A Layered Constraint Solver Model 
We have integrated these two special-purpose constraint solvers, SIVAS and FIDOS, for 
satisfying local topological and global geometrical relationships in a new architecture 
model that is organized hierarchically. Because it is very difficult and inefficient to repre-
sent design heuristics via constraints, we use rules and defaults on a metalevel to trigger 
the inference process. This model is proposed as a general framework for processing most 
of the layout-relevant graphical knowledge that can be encoded by means of constraints. 
Fig. 3 sketches the architecture of the layered constraint solver model. For a more detailed 
description refer to [Maa92]. 
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Constraint Hierarchy 
Solver (SIVAS) 
Finite Domain Solver 
(FIDOS) 
Figure 3: Model of a layered constraint solver 
5 The Architecture of the LayLab System 
In the following, by the example of LayLab WIP's layout manager , we propose a concep-
tual architecture for a knowledge-based layout component that automati cally designs the 
graphical layout of multimodal presentations . 
Various modules are embedded in the archicture of Lay Lab (see Fig. 4): a posit ioning 
component, an intelligent typographer, a document rendering component (beautifier) , 
an interaction handler, and a knowledge-base. Let 's have a closer look a t its major 
components. 
To communicate information to the user in an effective way, a knowledge- based presen-
tation system must be able to reflect certain semantic and pragmati c relations specified by 
a presentation planner to automatically determine the outward appearance of the visual-
ization and verbalization results delivered by the graphics and text generator. That is the 
main task of the constraint-based positioning component e LA Y. CLAY exploits t he two 
constraint solvers SIVAS and FIDOS outlined in section 4.2. to arrange the multirnodal 
layout elements in the design space (see also [Gra91,GM91,Maa92]). 
Since the placement process is essentially based on a graphic design grid .as a fr amework 
for effective layout, we have constructed a rule-based grid gen eration component that 
automatically generates a set of superimposed grids , depending on different generation 
parameters such as output medium and user. Type area and text width are determined 
by legibility rules using default values for point size, font, distan ce, etc. Then, a uniform 
grid field is computed regarding the smallest picture or text block that holds an in teg ral 
number of lines and scaling/ cropping factors . If the grid is constructed, the individual 
design elements are adjusted to the size of the universal grid fi elds and fitt ed prec isely 
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Figure 4: A Zoom into the Architecture of WIP's Layout Manager Showing the Various 
Submodules 
into an integer number of fields, considering that the smallest grid field corresponds to 
the smallest text or graphic element to be presented (cf. also [MSS91]). 
The typographic component addresses the problem of laying out text. It must decide 
not only how to organize the text, but also how to shape it. With [HA91 J who treat 
text layout as a planning task, we distinguish different textual devices such as plain 
text, itemized lists, indented paragraphs, enumerations, sidebars, footnotes, italicizations, 
quotation, inserts, etc. Relations between these textual devices are treated analogously 
to text-picture combinations via constraints . 
The determination of the graphical style of the individual layout objects, including 
the choice of colors or grey levels, and the beautifying of the entire document (e.g., design 
of the background) is performed by a document rendering component (d. [PW85 ,Bea85]). 
An interaction handler builds the interface to the hardware output medium (e.g., 
display) and presents the visualization and verbalization results of the mode-specific gen-
erators using special communication software (e.g., X-Windows) . 
Lay Lab's knowledge base contains information about document structures, rule-based 
representations of basic design heuristics as well as the graphical design constraints ex-
tensi vely illustrated before. 
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6 The Overall Layout Process 
Considering this architecture, a complete layout design is achieved stepwise via a refine-
ment process. Therefore, the design process is carried out in three phases with different 
levels of detail. We use the concept of a superimposed grid to simplify the initial con-
struction phase by reducing the layout space (d. section 3). In the first phase, a draft 
version of a skeletal page layout for uninstantiated text and graphics boxes is determined. 
Since at that stage of the process neither the text generator nor the graphics generator 
has produced any output, the layout manager only has information about the contents, 
the act structure and the selected mode combination which is available via a design record 
(d. [AFG+92]). Therefore, the layout manager has at its disposal default assumptions to 
determine a skeletal version of an initial page layout based on uninstantiated text and 
graphics boxes. As soon as a generator has supplied any output, the corresponding box 
is instantiated and the incremental process of layout planning can start. 
In that design phase we distinguish between local and global relationships. A low-
level layout is determined based on local topological constraints that are compiled from 
semantic/pragmatic RST-relations specified between layout fragments and describe their 
relative topology. Finally, the high-level layout is computed as a global geometrical ar-
rangement. In this step, aggregated units of locally connected objects are placed 011 the 
grid using global relations to determine the explicit coordinates. 
Frequently, a draft layout has to be revised because of design constraints or visual 
imbalances in the output presentation. When a partially instantiated layout entered in 
the design record is evaluated by the layout manager with a negative result, a depend ency-
based layout revision process is initiated, i.e., revising the skeletal layout after contents 
planning, or in the worst case, revising the planned contents due to graphical constraints. 
A larger example showing the temporal coordination of contents planning and layout 
design is reported in [WAB+92]. 
Fig. 5 shows a snapshot of an example system run. In Fig. 6 CLAY's facility for au -
tomatically generating a graphical trace of the constraint satisfaction process is denloll-
strated. A larger example of a system run is ou tlined in [Maa92]. 
7 Integration and Implementation Aspects 
The layout manager outlined above is integrated in the hierarchically organized a. rchi-
tecture of the overall WIP system. This includes two parallel process.ing cascades for 
the incremental generation of text (d. [HFS91]) and pictures including depictions of 3D 
objects (cf. [RA92]) and is moderated by a presentation planner (cf. [AR90,AR92]) and 
the layout manager. So, there is a coordination of the contents generation and the for-
mat design process. A so-called design record is employed to exchange informatioll about 
intermediate results of the current presentation generation between the various compo-
nents. To achieve a coherent output with an optimal media mix, the single components 
of an intelligent user interface have to be interleaved. Therefore, the layout manager has 
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Frame Descr10t1on 
Figure 5: An Example Layout 
to be integrated into the presentation planning process at an early stage to allow for an 
incremental refinement of the initial layout. The interplay of the various components is 
illustrated in a companion paper (see [WAB+92]). 
The layout design process is influenced by most of WIP's generation parameters as 
design objectives, resource limitations, output modes (incremental vs. complete only), 
and layout formats (e.g., hardcopy, screen display, slides), the costs of different modalities' 
activations, the user's individual preferences, and more. 
Lay Lab, a stand-alone prototype version of WIP's integrated layout manager, in-
cluding CLAY, its constraint-based positioning component, has been implemented on 
a Symbolics XL 1200 Lisp machine and several MacIvory workstations under Genera 
S.O using Symbolics Common Lisp/CLOS and Flavors for object-oriented interface pro-
gramming. The interaction handler and the typographer exploit features of the interface 
programming tools included in the Symbolics Lisp environment. These comprise window 
management utilities, which are compatible to the X-Windows system, and low-level text 
formatting routines. The constraint solvers SIVAS and FIDOS integrated in CLAY have 
been implemented by Wolfgang MaaB (for further information see [Maa92]). 
First evaluations of the constraint solving process achieved a high runtime efficiency. 
Currently, CLAY is transported to UNIX workstations and is going to be tested in other 
domains and environments (e.g., configuration of technical devices). The work on the in-
telligent typographic and document rendering component is still in progress. Preliminary 
demonstrators have already been implemented. 
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8 Conclusions and Future Work 
The work presented in this paper reflects the problems surrounding intelligent layout de-
sign of multimodal presentations as well as the current interdisciplinary investigations 
in the area of graphics design and psychology. LAYLAB, a testbed system for laying 
out multimodal documents containing text and graphics elements with which it is pro-
vided by mode-specific generators has been discussed in terms of the WIP architecture. 
\Ve hypothesized that increased flexibility of constraints, the semantic expressiveness of 
constraint hierarchies, and the efficiency gained from using the domain concept in com-
bination with forward checking aim at a powerful problem solver for synthesis tasks like 
automatic layout. 
Most of our current research is concerned with knowledge representation. We have to 
maintain the graphical constraints knowledge base in order to augment the primitive a.llel 
non-primitive design constraints. Furthermore, we focus on a universal .constraint-based 
representation of document structures and a declarative representation of design basics. 
As our approach only allows a rudimentary treatment of design compromises and al -
ternatives, we have to regard this feature by extending the underlying constraint la.nguage 
to complexer structures. 
Since WIP will be enriched by further dynamic modalities such as animation in the 
future, the layout manager has to cope with that problem too. 
Frequently, it is easier for experts in a specific domain (e.g., graphics desiglJ ers) to 
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express their expertises such as positive or negative constraints by graphical examples. 
Therefore, the construction of an automatic acquisition component that infers design 
constraints from graphical sketches will be required in order to allow a maintenance of 
the knowledge-base by the experts themselves (see also [KF91]) . In that case, the system 
could learn new layout patterns by interactively criticizing old ones through the user . 
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